meteorological elements with altitude
subject to the following conditions:
(a) transmitter to be monitored by a
licensed operator from the ground
with receiving apparatus which will
produce a permanent record, showing
the character of the received transmission, (b) before the flight is made,
the transmitter to be carefully adjusted on the center frequency to be
used and listening tests made on this
frequency and on adjacent frequencies in order to assure that no interference is likely to be caused to the
service of any other radio stations,
(c) upon the express condition that
this authority is granted on a tem-

porary basis only and may be cancelled without advance notice or hearing; nothing contained herein shall
be construed as a finding by the
Commission that the operation of this
station is or will be in the public interest beyond the express terms thereof."
The equipment described above has
given satisfactory records lasting several hours in ascents reaching great
heights, but there is still opportunity
for improvement in design and technique. The problem of securing a
bearing on the radio-meceorograph by
radio direction finding is still to be
solved.

The 1936 Radio-Meteorographs of Blue Hill Observatory
KARL 0 . LANGE
Research Associate, Blue Hill Observatory, Harvard University
(MS received March 31, 1937)
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contains an account of the
development of radio-meteorographs at Blue Hill Observatory during the year 1935.
LETIN

The radio system was devised by
Mr. Arthur E. Bent, research associate of the Observatory. It is discussed in the preceding article in
this issue of the B U L L E T I N .
By the end of 1935 the Observatory
had developed a workable radio-meteorograph based on the Olland principle of telemeteorography, and this
instrument had been successfully tested on the Boston weather airplane.
In addition, the principle of another radio-meteorograph, referred to as typeL, had been established. The first few
months of 1936 were spent on the
practical realization of this principle.
A number of barothermographs and a
special recorder were built and tested.
One of such barothermographs is
shown by Figure 1. It consists of a
contact dial, an aneroid, and a bimetallic thermometer. The dial is a
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thin metal disk on which is etched
an accurate scale of equally spaced
radial lines from a large drawing by
means of an inexpensive photo-engraving process. The forty thin lines
are bare metal while the intervals between lines are nonconductors of
electricity. Every tenth interval is
marked by ten intervening conducting
lines. In the center of the dial there
is mounted an electrically insulated
bearing for a small shaft which is
rotated by an aneroid by means of
an instrument chain or by means of
small gears. Later a small Bourdontube spiral was obtained with which
this shaft could be driven without any
gearage. The shaft carries a fine pen
arm, like the pointer of a stop watch,
which slides over dial divisions. Each
time the pointer passes one of the
metallic dial lines, an electric circuit
between pointer and dial is closed.
The whole arrangement really represents a small altimeter which makes
contacts at frequent altitude steps.
Since the pointer makes two full revolutions for a pressure range of lOOOmb,
contacts occur about every 12mb, or
every 100 meters near sea level. At
a height of 5.5km, steps of about 200
meters would be obtained; at 11km
the steps would be about 400 meters,
and so on.
This barograph is connected to a
radio transmitter. When the radio
barograph is submitted to evacuation
in the calibration tank or sent up on
a sounding balloon, pressure signals
will be received as it goes through
certain pressure levels. Sounding balloons usually rise at a constant vertical velocity. Consequently, at the beginning of an ascension, the signals
will be received in quick succession.
As the balloon rises they will come in
slower and slower according to the
correlation between altitude and pressure, i. e., practically at a logarithmic rate. A standard tape chrono-

graph may be used to record the pressure signals. In the course of a sounding the intervals between signals then
would become wider and wider. A
recorder, however, which feeds its
tape at a speed which is proportional
to the logarithm of time, presents the
signals of the radio barograph practically at equal spaces. Such a recorder was built by the Blue Hill Observatory, and precaution was taken
to make it adaptable to a number of
different ascensional rates.
If, during a sounding, the ascensional rate of the balloon varies, this
will be indicated by the succession
with which the contacts are recorded.
The outstanding signals occurring approximately every 125mb serve as a
check. Should the balloon float for
some reason or other, either no signal
or a permanent signal will be received. In case of descent the correct sequence of signals will be discontinued. In such a case it is not
very likely that a reliable evaluation
of measurements beyond the point of
disturbance can be accomplished.
Subsequent radio soundings of the
Blue Hill Observatory showed that variations in the ascensional rate of the
balloons and even descents occurred
more frequently than anticipated.
The probable explanation is heavy ice
formation on the balloons. One sounding, with a very fast-rising balloon,
however, through layers which were
known to cause heavy icing, showed
no noticeable variation of the ascensional rate, and it remains to be further investigated if this applies in
general.
The thermometer of radio-meteorograph type-L is a fine bimetallic
spiral mounted on the aneroid shaft.
It rotates with this shaft as the pressure changes. This thermometer too
carries a contacting pointer which
slides over the dial. But the thermometer pointer has only about half the
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radius of the pressure pointer. The
radial lines of the dial are of constant
width. Since the angular velocity of
both pointers is the same, the signals
made by the thermometer pointer become about twice as long as the ones
of the pressure pointer.
Supposing this radio-meteorograph
would ascend through an isothermal
atmosphere and its signals recorded
on the special Blue Hill recorder.
Then, equally spaced marks would be
obtained from the pressure pointer.
In addition, another set of signals,
twice as long, but with the same
spacings between each pair would be
obtained from the thermometer pointer. The distance between the pressure
marks and the temperature marks
would be a measure of the temperature of the isothermal atmosphere.
If this same instrument ascends
through an atmosphere with the ordinary temperature gradients, the pressure contacts are recorded in exactly
the same manner. But the distance
between pressure contacts and temperature contacts vary according to
the temperature changes. If it can
only be assumed that the balloon rises
uniformly between two consecutive
pressure marks, the temperature is
determined as the ratio of the distance between a pressure mark and
the temperature mark with respect to
the distance between pressure marks.
Since the pressure marks are presented at sufficiently equal intervals by the special recorder, temperatures may be read off as geometrical
lengths.
Moreover, under this very assumption of a constant rate of rise between
two consecutive pressure contacts,
the temperature contacts acquire the
characteristics of pressure contacts.
That is, if a temperature contact is
received, it represents a certain temperature reading; at the same time it
indicates that this temperature read-

ing was taken at a pressure which
lies between the predetermined pressure levels of the two pressure contacts on both sides. And this pressure
is accurately determined by the ratio
of distances between this pressuretemperature contact and the two
neighboring pressure contacts.
The foregoing explanation of the
very simple principle of radio-meteorograph type-L is rather involved. It
may become much clearer by the following description of the contemplated calibration and evaluation procedure.
The thermometer pen is lifted off
the contact dial so that only the pressure contact operates.
The instrument is placed in a calibration chamber which is evacuated very slowly.
The process of evacuation is indicated
by a manometer connected to the calibration chamber. On account of the
pressure change, pressure contacts
are made each time the contact pen of
the instrument passes over a line of
the dial. These contacts operate a
light switch by means of a relay.
Light is thrown through the barometer tube, which acts as a lens, on a
strip of film or sensitized paper moving slowly past the barometer. In
this way the pressures of beginning
and end of each contact are accurately
determined without the necessity of
readings. This photographic record
is fixed and serves later in the evaluation.
Then the thermometer pointer is
put on again and the contact terminals are connected to the recorder,
if necessary through a relay. By
slowly evacuating at room temperature the distance between pressure and
temperature contacts for that temperature are obtained on the recorder.
Subsequent partial evacuations at as
many other temperatures as seem
necessary follow, and furnish the deflections at these temperatures. From
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all these deflections a temperature
calibration curve may be constructed.
This curve will be practically a
straight line, for the spiral thermometer furnishes linear angular deflections with changes of temperature.
During a sounding, all signals are
recorded en the special tape recorder.
As they are received, they may be
traced into a chart which carries on
its left edge the photographic record
of the pressure calibration. The pressure signals correspond to the positions of the mercury column of the
barometer on the photographic record.
The temperature signals are plotted
as ordinates by interpolating between
the corresponding presssure marks
and, at the same time, as abscissae by
means of the temperature calibration
curve. Thereby a record is obtained
which represents the data as a graph
of temperature against pressure.
B.

The chief difficulties encountered in
the practical realization of a radiometeorograph of this type lie in the
choice of the temperature deflections.
It is essential, furthermore, that the
duration of contacts be short compared with the time between contacts,
in order to reduce overlapping of
pressure and temperature contacts.
At the present time no way of including humidity measurement has
been discovered unless the very simple, inexpensive and fool-proof radio
system of Blue Hill Observatory is
changed.
Radio-meteorograph type-L was set
aside in May, 1936, for later attention, in order to permit resumption of
the development of type-F, before it
had reached a state of perfection
which would make it adaptable to
routine work.

RADIO-METEOROGRAPH TYPE-F OF E A R L Y 1936

In May, 1936, the radio-meteorograph type-F, previously mounted on
an airplane, was adapted to balloon
use. This instrument is based on
Ollands' system of telemeteorography.
By means of a meteorograph, a small
radio transmitter of a constant wave
length of about 5m is made to send
out signals for pressure, temperature,
and humidity. These signals are received ac the ground and presented in
graphical form by a recorder.
The meteorograph consists of a
small aneroid, a bimetallic thermometer, and a hair hygrometer, all
equipped with pen arms which yield
deflections of % inch for lOOOmb and
100 Centigrade degrees, respectively,
and about fe inch for 100% relative
humidity. These pens, and in addition a fixed pen, slide over a cylinder
Ys inch in diameter and 1 inch long on
which is wound a fine platinum wire
in form of a helix with a pitch of
inch. The helix and the pens (Fig 2)

are wired to the transmitter. Each
time one of the pens slides over the
helix, a contact is made which bridges

FIG. 2. HARVARD RADIO-METEOROGRAPH MODEL F
EARLY 1936, S H O W I N G H E L I X , POINTERS, A N E R OID, H A I R A N D B I M E T A L E L E M E N T S .
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the grid leak of the transmitter, The
sequence of the radio signals, which
are obtained in this manner, depends
on the positions of the pens on the
helix cylinder and serves as a measure of pressure, temperature, and
humidity.
These signals are recorded on the
drum of a chronograph. The contacts
of the fixed pen (reference pen) fall
exactly in a straight line as long as
the speed of the "dollar watch" does
not vary. The other contacts form
curves of pressure, temperature, and
humidity with respect to time.

FIG.

3.

MODEL F E A R L Y 1 9 3 6 A S S E M B L E D
PLETE E X C E P T A N T E N N A

COM-

The type-F radio-meteorograph of
early 1936 is shown by Figures 2 and
3. It weighs about 2 lbs. The transmitter, the batteries, and the clock
movement are built into a bakelite
cage covered with cellophane. This is
to permit the light waves to enter the
housing and to prevent the heat waves
from leaving it. The inside temperatures were expected to be sufficiently
high and constant to preserve the battery life and to keep the clock mechanism, which is not temperature com-

pensated, running at a fairly constant
speed. On the other hand, the thermometer, the aneroid, and the hygrometer are arranged outside the
housing and are exposed to the full
stream of air caused by the ascent
of the balloon. They are protected
from radiation of the sun or of the
cellophane housing by double sun
shields of thin aluminum.
About
forty-five radio-meteoro
graphs of this type were built for the
Blue Hill Observatory, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, the United
States Navy, and the University of
Minnesota. During the summer of
1936, soundings with such instruments
were executed at the Blue Hill Observatory. In addition, demonstrations
of radio soundings were given by E.
O. Lange and C. B. Pear, Jr. of the
Blue Hill Observatory, at Kansas City,
Mo., Rochester, N. Y., and Lakehurst,
N. J., with portable receiving and
recording equipment. Every one of
these soundings was a success as far
as the radio-meteorograph as such
was concerned. At Rochester during
the second ascension, one of the two
balloons broke away. The instrument
fell into the Genesee River nearby
and was recovered. After replacing
a broken tube and drying the instrument, it was sent up again and gave
perfect results. In other instances
the signals were lost after comparatively short times. From one of the
instruments which was recovered, it
was possible to establish that this was
due to antenna breakages. A small
change in design eliminated this fault.
After the dependability of the Harvard radio-meteorograph had thus
been ascertained, a series of comparative measurements with sounding-balloon meteorographs was undertaken.
During the Seventh Annual National
Soaring Contest, i.e., in June and July,
3 936, five radio-meteorographs were
launched from Elmira, New York.
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Through the cooperation of the Meteorological Department of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
sounding-balloon meteorographs of the
Jaumotte type were sent up either on
the same balloons as the radio-meteorographs or simultaneously on
separate balloons. Unfortunately, only two Jaumotte meteorographs were
found and returned. The results of
one of these two flights are particularly interesting because during the
ascent through clouds the balloons
became so heavily loaded with ice
that they descended again, furnishing
a perfect radio record during both
ascent and descent.
This flight is
described in a paper by the author,
" Comparative Soundings with Harvard Radio-Meteorographs and Conventional Meteorographs", to appear
in the Journal of the Institute of the
Aeronautical Sciences in the near future.
Early in the fall of 1936, looking
back on the achievements of radiometeorograph type-F of early 1936,
it was realized that the Observatory
had developed a radio-meteorograph
and accessories which were satisfactory in many respects. However, what
had been accomplished still fell short
of the ultimate goal. The Observatory is not satisfied to develop a radiometeorograph which is merely adequate for one or the other of the
many meteorological research projects
of the Observatory, but wishes to help
establish a technique of radio-soundings which is so superior to any oi
the conventional aerological methods
that it can serve in a general and
universal way in meteorology. It is
certain that a net of really regular
aerological ascensions into the stratosphere would improve weather analysis and forecasts. The outcome of a
series of 25 daily ascents with Harvard radio-meteorographs at Boston
in February and March, 1937 has

well proven this point. Furthermore,
it is imperative that the meteorologist
should soon be supplied with regular
weather observations of those high
layers of the atmosphere which commercial aviation interests propose to
use for regular air-routes in the near
future.
Generally speaking, the requirements for the ideal radio-meteorograph method are: accuracy, dependability and regularity, low cost and
simplicity of operation.
Of these
four factors the early 1936 Harvard
radio-meteorographs could fulfill reasonably well only the first three.
Accounts of the accuracy as compared with other aerological soundings will be given in two papers
which are in preparation. It may be
said here that radio soundings at
Boston were accurate enough to have
uncovered a systematic error in the
temperature measurements by the airplane meteorograph.
Dependability and the possibility of
regularity were well proven by the
large number of successful soundings
made by the Observatory. There is
hardly a case where a radio-meteorograph failed once it was in the air,
although the Observatory has never
restricted its ascensions to fair calm
days. In February and March, 1937,
a series of 25 daily radio soundings
further substantiated this
claim.
Much of the credit for smooth launchings of the balloons goes to the Dewey
& Almy Chemical Company, Cambridge, Mass., who have not only developed excellent and inexpensive
sounding balloons, but have contributed to the development of launching
equipment.
The Harvard radio-meteorographs
were made by the Feiber Instrument
Company, Cambridge, Mass. In spite
of frequent small changes in the design and in spite of many experimental arrangements, which did not
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lend themselves to semi-mass production, Mr. Feiber managed to keep the
price of type-F radio-meteorographs
fairly low. A group of 35 radio-meteorographs cost $29.05 apiece. This
compares with the contract price of
from $23.00 to $32.00 the government
has to pay for its regular airplane ascensions to only 5km. On account of
the nearness of the ocean at Boston,
the number of radio-meteorographs
retrieved after flights is small. In a
few instances, however, radio-meteorographs were returned and some of
them could be used again after only
minor repairs.
The operation
of radio-meteorographs comprises calibration, launching, and evaluation.
The calibration of the radio-meteorograph of early 1936 consists of a
pressure calibration at room temperature; a pressure calibration at a very
low temperature; a temperature calibration down to the lowest temperature which would be expected during
an ascension, i.e., about —70°C; and
a humidity calibration. These calibrations were done with the help of calibration apparatus similar to the ones
described by the author. ( I ) 1
The radio-meteorographs are so designed that the meteorograph part
may easily be separated from the
transmitter. Only the meteorograph
part has to be exposed to the calibration conditions, the signals being recorded by means of electric wires and
an amplifying relay. The calibrations
required much time and were complicated, cften so complicated that
they were not properly carried
through. The principal reason for this
is that the radio-meteorographs were
equipped with "dollar watches" which
were inadequate for the purpose.
Only one set of measurements per
minute could be obtained, i. e., even in
1 Numerals
in ( )
end of paper.—Ed.

refer to bibliography

at

the best possible case at least one full
minute had to be spent on each calibration point. On account of the
many check-points required, this was
impractical. Equally inconvenient was
the fact that when the calibration
conditions were changed from step to
step the curves of the record did not
change gradually but jumped on account of the long intervals between
recorded points. It was difficult to
follow the respective record unless the
calibration proceeded in many small
steps. The worst feature of the cheap
watch movements, however, was that
their speed was affected by temperature. Sometimes a clock would go
faster because of increased spring
tensions when the temperature was
lowered. At other times it would go
slower perhaps on account of the
thickening oil. Now, as long as the
speed of the clock of the radio-meteorograph is constant, the ordinates of
pressure, temperature, and humidity
on the recorder may be measured as
geometrical lengths. If, however, the
clock speed changes gradually, it may
be permissible to consider it constant
during the minute, but the ordinates
of pressure, temperature, and humidity have to be presented as ratios of
their geometrical lengths over the distance between two consecutive reference signals. Such a procedure is
bothersome and time wasting, even if
done according to a clever graphical
method developed by D. M. Little of
the United States Weather Bureau.
The cheap watch movements not
only varied in speed with temperature, but they stopped altogether at
—30 °C. During ascensions—in day
time!—the clocks were kept warm in
the cellophane housing mentioned
above. During calibrations they had
to be heated electrically. It was, however, difficult to supply just the correct amount of heat at all the different calibration temperatures. More-
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over, the heating had to be varied
during the pressure calibration at low
temperature, for the changing density of the air unbalances the equilibrium between heat supply and heat loss
of the clock. To make matters worse,
the thin bakelite wall between the
heated clock and the thermometer did
not efficiently prevent a flow of heat
to the thermometer. This was especially noticeable at high vacuum.
From ail this it becomes obvious
that the calibration of a radio-meteorograph of early 1936 was a major
laboratory experiment. It was all but
impossible to have a single operator
do daily calibrations between consecutive radio soundings.
The evaluation of a flight record
was not less difficult. It happened
that the clock stopped when really
low temperatures were encountered.
Presumably that would always happen at night when there is no sun radiation to heat the interior of the cellophane housing which contains clock
and transmitter. In all other cases
the clock speed underwent considerable variation in the course of a
sounding. In fact, entrance of the
balloon into the stratosphere was
easier to detect from the accompanying abrupt change of clock speed than
from the flattening out of the temperature record! Of course this was
due to variations of temperature inside the cellophane housing.
This
temperature is a function of sun radiation, and accordingly it depends on
the season, the time of day, clouds,
and the turbidity of the air. Furthermore, it depends on the rate of rise of
the balloon, on the outside temperatures, the air density and on liquid
moisture in the atmosphere. Measurements by Regener (2) of the inside
temperature of such cellophane boxes
showed that they reach > 50 °C while
the outside temperature is about
—60 °C. Temperature changes of this

magnitude must have taken place in
the housings of our radio-meteorographs. Consequently, the accurate
evaluation of the pressure, temperature, and humidity curves was made
complicated and slow, as described
above. Any loss of time during evaluation, however, is contrary to the very
idea of radio-meteorography.
These indications of variations of
the inside temperature show definitely
that the aneroid should not be placed
inside the housing unless it is absolutely temperature compensated. C,
Harmantas (3) has pointed out from
his extensive experience in evaluating
very high aerological soundings that
it is essential that the aneroid be exposed to the same ventilation as the
thermometer to assure accuracy of
temperature corrections for pressure.
The records of radio-meteorographs
of early 1936 were registered on a
chronograph drum which rotates with
1 rpm. On account of this motion it
is hard to view the record while the
sounding is in progress. It is not
possible to carry out the evaluation
of the first part of the sounding while
the record is still coming in. This
represents a very undesirable delay.
Before launching a radio-meteorograph it is good practice2 to submit
the aneroid to an evacuation in order
to restore the same elastic characteristics which it possessed during calibration. At the same time a high
humidity can easily be created which
is known to regenerate the hair hygrometer. The voltage of the batteries should be tested in order to detect faulty or weak batteries which
would prematurely terminate the
sounding. In order to facilitate these
procedures, the meteorograph unit and
the transmitter unit of the radiometeorograph are left separated until
just before the ascension. The task
of putting them together should, of
- P p . 34ff. in reference

(1).
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course, be very simple. The construction of radio-meteorograph type-F of
early 1936 did not sufficiently take
care of this necessity.
The contact mechanism of the early
1936 meteorograph, consisting of the
helix and four pens, is protected
against precipitation by an aluminum
shield. In the period between calibration and launching a pen may come
off the helix because of excessive temperatures or on account of shocks.
The result is that when everything is
ready for launching, it is found that
all four contacts are not received. In
such cases the 1935 radio-meteorograph had to be reopened for a check.
Had the rain protector been transparent the contact mechanism could
have been viewed easily and the pen
set back onto the cylinder without
trouble.
Sounding balloons, Model 350 (i.e.,
of a weight of about 350g) of the
Dewey & Almy Chemical Co., may be
inflated to a free lift of 1500g at sea
level and still reach altitudes of 15 to
20km before bursting. For this reason it is not all important to reduce
the weight of the radio-meteorograph
below two lbs. However, a lighter
instrument does permit a smaller initial filling of the balloon which makes
it easier to handle the balloon in a
C.

strong wind. In adition it saves hydrogen. A smaller parachute can be
used. Greater maximum heights may
be reached. The radio-meteorographs
of early 1936 were equipped with
heavy standard B batteries. With the
introduction in 1936 of a number of
midget B batteries by different manufacturers, the weight of the radiometeorograph could be reduced by
nearly 50%.
Practical experience very
soon
showed that in the design of the early
1936 radio-meteorograph one feature
had been overlooked which turned out
to be very important. That was resistance against abuse in handling the
instrument on the ground. The radiometeorograph was too fragile to be
shipped from one place to another in
an ordinary fashion.
Neuther :the
transmitter nor the meteorograph was
provided with facilities to stand these
units in normal position on a table.
There was no handle to carry the
instrument and when launching it one
had to be careful not to tear the cellophane cover. The instrument got
damaged when it hit as light an obstacle as the branches of a bush in takeoff. In short, it was not an instrument that could be handled by everybody.

RADIO-METEOROGRAPH TYPE-F OF LATE 1936

With the above considerations in
mind, the 1936 Harvard Radio-Meteorograph Type-F was redesigned in
October 1936. This instrument is
shown by Figures 4-8.
The housing of the late 1936 radiometeorograph type-F consists of a
balsa-wood box of the outside dimensions of 7" x 4" x 3" and of a wall
thickness of
It weighs only SOg,
but is so sturdy that there is no danger of injuring it in normal handling.
It is shellacked inside and outside, and
its heat insulating properties proved to

be so good that it is unnecessary to
supply chemical heating as was originally planned. This proof was obtained through ascensions late in
1936 and early in 1937, most of which
were carried out at nighttime with
rather low temperatures at the
ground.
This housing contains in its upper
part the transmitter which is essentially the same as the 1935 transmitter. In order to save weight and
heat energy, the two number-30 tubes
are used without their sockets and
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[March, 1937
placed inside the box. They are riveted to a small base plate of mica or
bakelite and in order to obtain a neat
and simple arrangement, the coils,
condenser, and resistors are placed so
that they are soldered directly to the

FIG.

4.

MODEL
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LATE
1936
ANTENNA

COMPLETE
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tube connections without additional
wires. The antenna goes through the
top wall. It is fastened again outside
to take care of the great mechanical
stresses during an ascension. The antenna wire is insulated to avoid
shocks and possible drain on the batteries by accidental short circuits between antenna and the mass of the
radio-meteorograph.
The batteries are contained in the
lower part of the box. The original
arrangement consisted of two tiny
45-volt B-batteries No.X-180 of the

National Carbon Company in series
and a 4.5-volt A-battery of the Burgess Battery Company. Other combinations were tried, and excellent results were obtained from one 45-volt
Burgess B-battery No. V30FL and
three medium-sized flashlight cells as
filament supply. A report on experiments with power supplies in connection with a series of 30 radio
soundings is in preparation.
The batteries are soldered to leads
of the transmitter and a switch in
form of a small snap on the outside of
the box serves to turn the A-battery
on and off. It is contemplated to replace the soldering connections of the
batteries by spring clamps so that it
will be very simple to insert fresh
batteries before an ascension.
The improvements of the meteorograph unit of the 1936 radio-meteorograph include a better clock drive, a
separate temperature-compensated hygrometer, more convenient scales of
the records, a more solid and more reliable construction.
The most difficult problem in the
development of radio-meteorographs
of the Olland type is without doubt
the drive mechanism which measures
the deflections of the meteorological
instruments as time periods. The
Blue Hill Observatory has experimented with standard clock movements, special imported clock movements, fan drives, governors, and
gravity drives. In addition, the Observatory has lately followed other
American investigators who have revived the early German efforts of
utilizing small electric motors.
At
the U. S. Weather Bureau tests of
small air-driven turbines have revealed promising results. But at the
present time clock movements seem to
be the most satisfactory answer to
the problem. The experience of Blue
Hill Observatory with the early 1936
radio-meteorograph shows that in
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order to obtain an adequate driving
mechanism it was first necessary to
develop a special clock movement. As
described above, standard watches

1936

INTERIOR

ASSEMBLY

converted to suit the special purpose
are not satisfactory. The one point
favoring watches is that they are
comparatively inexpensive. However,
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part of this advantage is lost on account of the amount of work involved
in adapting an ordinary watch as a
drive mechanism. For this reason
the Observatory enlisted the cooperation of the Chelsea Clock Company to
create a special clock movement for
radio-meteorographs.
The principal ^requirements for such
a clock work are: fast beating escapement (cf. (4) p. 139), temperature
compensation, proper speed of the
drive shaft, sufficient running period,
light weight and low price.
The number of revolutions of the
drive shaft per minute determines the
number of sets of meteorological readings obtained per minute. It is, of
course, desirable to have as many as
possible in 'order to obtain t and f
measurements at all altitudes. Unfortunately, however, the possible accuracy of readings decreases inversely with the number of readings. A
compromise between the two requirements had to be found. Frequent sets
of meteorological data are desired because they would permit the use of a
fast rising balloon which in turn
would speed up a sounding and would
tend to permit receptions of the signals up to great heights in spite of
strong winds. With a high rate of
ascent go rapid changes of pressure,
temperature, and humidity. The aneroid follows such changes quickly
enough, but thermometer and hygrometer are apt to lag. The lag of
a thermometer is a function of the
rate of change of temperature and of
ventilation. The lag is directly proportional to the rate of temperature
change. It may be assumed that
within the range of velocity that
could be reached with sounding balloons, it is inversely proportional to
the ventilation velocity. Therefore,
since these are opposite the lag of
the thermometer is virtually constant
irrespective of the rate of rise. Un-

fortunately, their relations do not apply to the hair hygrometer. It is
generally conceded and was lately
again established (5) that the lag
of the hair hygrometer is independent
of ventilation velocity. Therefore, the
higher the rate of ascent, the bigger
the lag of humidity measurements.
Since humidity measurements of the
upper air are now considered as important as temperature measurements, the rate of ascent of radio-meteorographs has to be kept at a low
figure until a more satisfactory hygrometer has been developed. Blue
Hill Observatory has used 3 m / s e c
most of the time. Some soundings
were conducted at 5 m / s e c and a maximum was established in our experiments with nearly 7 m / s e c .
At an ascensional rate of from
three to four meters per second, two
Olland cycles per minute furnish a set
of meteorological data about every
100m. This was considered sufficient
for general purposes and consequently a clock movement of 2rpm was decided upon.
With our present knowledge of the
atmosphere, meteorological measurements high into the stratosphere have
only a sporting interest. Radio soundings up to 50,000 feet should reveal
all information that can now be utilized. A sounding balloon rising at
about 3 m / s e c would reach this altitude in about 100 minutes. Therefore, it was at first thought to be well
to have clocks which run only about
that long because that would eliminate to a certain extent the possibility
of a number of radio-meteorographs
of a nation-wide net-work to interfere
with one another when they drift
near neighboring receiving stations.
Practical work with such short-period
clocks, however, revealed that they
are impractical in calibration. The
new radio-meteorograph clock of the
Chelsea Clock Company runs about
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four hours. On March 12, 1937, the
signals of a Harvard radio-meteorograph, launched at Boston, were picked
up by H. S. Shaw at Exeter, N. H.,
at 6:00 A.M. and noted until 10:30
A.M., i.e., 4 % hours. On two other
occasions soundings had been recorded
at Blue Hill Observatory for more
than three hours.

FIG. 6.
MCDEL F L A T E 1 9 3 6 A S S E M B L Y
WITH
RADIATION
SHIELD
OVER
THE
BIMETAL
REMOVED.

The Chelsea radio-meteorograph
clock is equipped with an escapement
of about 600 beats per minute, twice
as many as a standard watch has.
Consequently the time may be measured in units as small as one tenth of
a second, or, in other words, during a
period of one Olland cycle of 30 seconds approximately 300 time units
are obtained. If the total ranges of
pressure, temperature, and humidity
are distributed over the full 360 degrees of an Olland cycle, these measurements could be taken with an accuracy of one three-hundredth of
their respective range, as shown before ( 4 ) . By using a helix with
three turns the deflections of aneroid,
thermometer and hygrometer may
easily be distributed over three times
360 degrees* The Harvard radio-meteorograph of early 1936 had pressure and temperature deflections of
three times 360 degrees and humidity
deflections of about 200 degrees.
With such an arrangement the four
curves of the record of a sounding
are bound to intersect one another
several times. This presents no difficul-

ties when the ascensional rate remains
constant during a sounding. Practical
experience, however, soon showed that
inversions, clouds, precipitation, and,
most of all, icing spoil the constancy
of the rate of rise in many cases. It
was therefore found more suitable to
restrict the range of the pointers
somewhat to gain convenience and
quick evaluation. Radio-meteorographs
of the late 1936 have a pressure distribution of about 720 degrees and a
temperature distribution of about
1000 degrees of the Olland cycle. This
should provide a possible accuracy of
about 2mb and better than 0.2C\
To save weight the clock is mounted
between dural plates instead of the
conventional brass plates.
In the
latest model two outriggers support
the upper bearing of the helix shaft
to assure perfect alignment.
The
whole mechanism is thoroughly temperature compensated and lubricated
in a special manner to assure running
at low temperatures. Laboratory tests
on the behavior of the clocks at very
low temperatures are not yet completed, but actual flights of hours duration in the stratosphere prove that
the clocks are satisfactory.
The price of these clocks is still
high, but it can be brought down to a
reasonable amount through mass production.
Hygrometric measurements of radio-meteorographs are most important.
They are made difficult by the lack of
a hygrometer which reacts quickly
and at low temperatures. The hair
hygrometer is not ideal, but it seems
to be the best thing known at the
present time. Since Harvard radiometeorographs have no enlarging
linkage and since no other forces than
the friction of the pens on the helix
cylinder have to be overcome, one single hair is used as a hygrometer. This
should provide the minimum of lag
that can be attained by a hair hy-
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grometer. The early 1936 radio-meteorograph contained a hair hygrometer which was mounted directly on
the duraluminum base plate of the
meteorograph. It was difficult, i. e.,
expensive, to mount this hair properly. Furthermore, the hygrometer reacted greatly to temperature changes.
Attempts were made to determine
temperature corrections of the hygrometer readings, but the available
calibration equipment was inadequate
for this difficult procedure. The late
1936 radio-meteorograph contains a
separate hygrometer assembly in
which the hair is stretched over an
invar base. This hygrometer assembly can be made without trouble. It
is screwed to the meteorograph in
such a way that the hygrometer pen
may easily be swung away from the
helix cylinder to eliminate the humidity signals during pressure and temperature calibrations, While accurate
tests on the hygrometer had to be

FIG.
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postponed until new humidity calibration equipment is completed, it may
be concluded from check readings at
various temperatures that the temperature correction is definitely smaller than before.
When the new hygrometer was developed, s o m e radio-meteorographs
were equipped with hygrometers which
furnished as large deflections as
thermometer and aneroid did, about
15 in. for 100% relative humidity on
the recorder. But it was quickly discovered that such an open humidity scale confuses the record. The
Harvard radio-meteorograph sends
the same type of signal for all four
contacts. It is very easy to pick out
the curves for pressure, temperature,
humidity, and reference on account of
their general characteristics. The
reference curve is a straight line or
very nearly so. Pressure usually decreases at a logarithmic rate. Temperature and humidity vary irregular-
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ly, temperature with large deflections and humidity with small ones.
To facilitate further the differentiation between temperature and humidity, the late 1936 radio-meteorograph
is equipped with a hygrometer deflecting downward with decreasing
humidity while the thermometer de-

OF M O D E L

F

LATE

1936

flects downward with decreasing temperatures. Therefore, the curves of
t and f go usually contrawise in the
turbulent layers—t down, f up, and
in inversions—t up and f down.
The general construction of the late
1936 meteorograph is shown in Figures 7 and 8. The clock movement is
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separated from the metal frame carrying aneroid, thermometer and hygrometer by a V2 inch board of balsa
wood, which forms the cover of the
transmitter housing. The outside of
this board is covered with white enamel to keep radiation from the warm
box to the meteorological instruments
at a minimum. As an added protection, the thermometer, which itself is
polished, is enveloped by a polished
nickel-plated sunshield of a thickness
of two thousandths of an inch—not
shown in the picture. The air current ventilates this shield inside and
outside. The complete meteorograph
assembly is again shielded by a polished duraluminum cover which keeps
out sun radiation and is strong enough
mechanically to protect the meteorograph.

The clock movement is connected
by means of three insulating spacers
and screws to the light metal frame
on which aneroid and thermometer are
mounted, thereby providing; quick interchangeability of the units. A cylindrical rain protector, not shown in
the picture, of transparent plastic,
covers the contact mechanism. The
pen arms are gold plated.
Meteorograph unit and transmitter
unit are put together by connectingtwo electrical wires and by fastening
the balsa-wood cover to the balsawood box with ordinary adhesive
tape. The weight of a complete radio-meteorograph ready for an ascension and with the first battery combination mentioned above is just one
pound or 450g.

D. THE RECORDER OF 1936
If aerological observations are to
cessful regular radio soundings in
be used in the preparation of the
America in December, 1936, the baldaily synoptic weather maps and in
loons were launched at 4:00 A.M.
the regular weather analysis, it is
simultaneously with the take-off of
desirable to have them taken simulthe weather plane. Although we had
taneously with the surface observaat that time only little experience
tions. At the present time and with
with the evaluation of radio soundthe present aerological methods, this
ings and although no routine proceis all but impossible. The evaluation
dure had yet been developed, we sucof the record of a weather flight to
ceeded easily in completing the pre5km requires from V2 hour to IV2
sentation of the data of the first few
hours, according to the skill and exthousand meters on the adiabatic
perience of the aerologist.
Morechart before the airplane even reover, the reduction of the data can
turned. In almost all cases, the evalnot be commenced before the airplane
uation of the entire radio soundings
has returned, i. e., for an average 01
was completed and telephoned to the
1V2 hours from the start of the plane. local office of the U. S. Weather BuThis is the reason why the American
reau within two hours from the
weather planes are scheduled to take
launching, even when heights of more
off at 4:00 A.M., 3V2 hours before the
than 15km were reached.
synoptic hour.
Sometime later the meteorological
One of the decided advantages of
radio soundings over the airplane
method is that the reduction of the
data can be done while the reports
are coming in. When the Blue Hill
Observatory conducted the first suc-

data gathered by the airplane became
available. They always checked well
with the radio-meteorograph observations. During a series of twenty-five
daily radio soundings in February
and March. 1937, the evaluations were
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made equally as quick when time and
attention of the aerologists were concentrated on this task. In many cases,
however, more emphasis was placed
on thorough instruction of new personnel. Nevertheless, the radio-meteorograph observations were almost always available before the airplane
data.
Such rapid evaluations are due to
a certain extent to a careful preparation of the calibration data. But more
important is the use of a special
recorder which was designed in the
early fall of 1936. With this recorder
the record can be evaluated while it
is being made. Furthermore, it presents the curves in the convenient
form of pressure, temperature, and
humidity curves versus time in rectilinear coordinates. Outstanding points
can be conveniently detected and reduced without bothering about intermediate points.
This recorder Fig. 9 consists of
three main parts: (a) the rotating
mechanism, (b) the trigger mechanism and (c) the carriage. The rotating mechanism consists of two sprocket wheels and an endless chain. The
chain is 18 inches long, which is three
times the pitch circumference of the
sprocket wheels. The sprocket wheels
are driven by a strong Telechron
motor with 2rpm, corresponding to
the two sets of measurements per
minute of the late 1936 Harvard radio-meteorograph. Consequently, the
chain is moved 6 inches per half minute or, in other words, per set of
measurements of the radio-meteorograph. The chain bears three recording pens which are spaced exactly 6
inches apart and which slide over the
recording sheet. It is obvious that
when the first pen just leaves the
sheet, the second pen has arrived at
the front edge of the sheet, and after
the second pen has moved across, the

third pen will take its place, and
so on.
A bar which reaches over the total
length of the 6 inches can be pushed
down by an electromagnet thus pressing the recording pens into the recording sheet and recording this motion
through a typewriter ribbon. The
electromagnet is operated from a 6volt battery by means of the relay
which is contained in the Harvard radio-meteorograph receiver.
The recording sheet of 6V2 inches
by 14 inches is fastened on a carriage
which slides out from under the rotating mechanism. It is driven by a
lead-screw at a rate of 1-10 of an
inch per half minute. In this way the
recordings of subsequent half-minute
sets of readings of the radio-meteorographs are being spaced 1-10 of an
inch. The lead-screw may be disengaged by a simple lever arrangement so that the record can be moved
freely by hand. In this way it is possible to replace the recording sheet by
a newT one within a few seconds.
With these arrangements a record
is produced that represents curves of
pressure vs time, temperature vs
time, humidity vs time, and a reference line. While the report of the radio-meteorograph comes in, new points
are added to these curves, which can
easily be identified as parts of the
curves, and in this way a portion of
the radio-meteorograph measurements
is given which can easily be viewed
and through which the changes in
pressure, temperature, and humidity
can immediately be followed up. Since
the record sheet moves with only 1-10
of an inch per half minute and since
all the points that have been recorded
are always visible, evaluation of the
flight can readily be carried out while
the ascension is still in progress.
The speed of the rotor mechanism
should correspond to the speed of the
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rotor mechanism of the radio-meteorograph. It is 2rpm for Harvard radio-meteorographs. The recorder can
be furnished with any other speed
that may be desired. The trigger
mechanism of the first recorder model
is actuated by the receiver and operated from a 6-volt storage battery or
a dry-cell battery. The design can be
adapted to any other power supply.
At the time of this writing a new
recorder is being tested which burns
the record into the recording paper by
means of a high voltage current which
is switched by the receiver.
The scales of the ordinates of the
record are given by the length of the
chain and the corresponding width of
the recording sheet. At present 6
inches and 8 inches are being used.
This means that the total pressure
range of l,000mb, as furnished by
the late 1936 Harvard radio-meteorograph, is reported by a length of
twice 6 (8) inches, or 12 (16) inches.
The temperature range of 100C° is
about 15 (20) inches while the humidity covers approximately 4 to 5 inches.
The scale of the record can be altered
by building a recorder with a different chain length. If a longer chain

FIG.
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were taken, a more open scale would
be obtained which would make it
somewhat more convenient to measure
out the curves. However, at the same
time the calibration curves which are
being used for the evaluation of the
record would take a very inconveniently large size.
The first recorder was fitted out
with the carriage which carries the
recording sheet. This was done because it was thought that a good
record could be obtained on waxed paper which comes in a standard size of
6x20 inches and not in storage rolls.
Practical operation of the recorder
equipped with a typewriter ribbon
has proven that an excellent record
can be obtained on any kind of paper.
Therefore, wiien a second recorder
was built, the carriage was replaced
by an arrangement which feeds the
recording sheet from a storage roll
of margin-guide-perforated recording
paper. In this way none of the advantages of the first arrangement
were lost, and the trouble of changingrecording sheets during an extended
aerological sounding is avoided. In
addition, the second recorder is con-
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st.ructed so that the record is fed out
from a slot onto the flat top of the recorder. Since there are no protruding parts of any kind, one can freely
work on the record with T-square, triangles, and dividers without danger
of interfering with proper functioning of the recorder. A sample of a
record of an early radio sounding is
given in Figure 10.

During the year 1936, much effort
was devoted to the perfection of calibration equipment with which the
Harvard radio-meteorographs could
be calibrated accurately and speedily.
These apparatus will be discussed in
a report on comparative ascensions
with Harvard
radio-meteorographs
and airplane and sounding-balloon
meteorographs.
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Photographs of the type IV-1936
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tion shelter for initial surface level
readings (See Fig. 8).

M a y , 1936, BULLETIN, p. 148. This n e w

The important improvements in the
radiosonde proper include the use of
ceramic insulating material, to reduce temperature effect on the radio
oscillator by reducing the expansion
effects in the radio condensers and in-

paper contains numerous excellent
views of the instrument, the radio receiver and recorder, and the ventila1 The principle of the instrument was briefly
described by Lange in Dec. 1935, BULLETIN,
p. 299.—Ed.
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drum. When the paper is unrolled
from the drum, the record is similar
in appearance to temperature-height
and pressure-height curves on an adiabatic chart.

Fifx. 8. Dingiainmuticnl drawing of tin- Hiuio-sound.
ductors; the addition of a hair hygrometer, so that all three elements,
pressure, temperature and humidity
are now measured; and the use of a
heating element to maintain battery
temperatures above freezing during
the latter part of the flight.
The heating element consists of
alternating layers of aluminum foil
and blotting paper prepared with mercuric chloride, the whole inserted in
a celluloid case, with a wick protruding into a well of water, which is
filled j ust before release. It is claimed
that this heating arrangement is
quite essential for high altitude
flights at night, and has proved successful for such flights.
Improvements have also been made
in the construction of the batteries
and the switching device.
The combination receiver and recorder now used by Vaisala consists
of a modern design superheterodyne
receiver, to the dial of which is connected a revolving drum on which the
meteorogram is recorded. A pen on a
carriage is moved parallel to the
axis of the cylinder by a clockwork,
while the radio dial, belted to the
drum, determines which point on the
circumference of the drum will be
under the pen at any instant. The
pen is made to mark the paper only
when the radio is tuned to the variable frequency signal. The resulting meteorogram consists of closely
spaced marks spiralling around the

A calibration chamber of minimum
size, holding one instrument at a time,
is used to make temperature and
pressure calibrations to a temperature of — 60 °C.
The 1936-type instrument was well
tested during the International Month
of November, 1936; twelve soundings
between the 5th and 30th of the
month were made at either 6 a.m. or
6 p.m. GMT. The minimum height
reached was 9920 geodymanic meters,
the maximum height 19730 gdm, with
seven of the twelve flights above

Fig. 22. Radiogram of the sounding on the 5 th Nov.
1936 with the RS 195.
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15,500m. In eight cases there was
nine tenths or more clouds, mostly St
or Stcu. In six cases ending of the
ascent was ascribed to the balloon
bursting, in the other six to battery
failure.
A reproduction here (Fig. 22)
showing the meteorogram for the first
flight of the series, indicates how
closely any one of the elements may
be followed at will. Approaching the
tropopause, it is possible to make
more numerous temperature readings,
neglecting the steadier pressure, humidity and reference slopes. In this
way the detailed outline of a temperature inversion is readily obtained.
A special ventilation duct for taking control readings at the ground
before launching the radiosonde is
also described—a tall triangular double plywood tube with fan at bottom
and a window in one side, the aerials
coming out thru holes; the temperature and humidity of the RS must be
the same as the control instruments

before releasing; in calm artificial
ventilation is necessary. Dr. Vaisala
gives the technique of calibration, releasing, and evaluation of the results
in sufficient detail to instruct those
who may wish to use this instrument.
Of special interest is the description
of the Ilmala method for calculating
the pressure-height curve, which consists of a new logarithmic paper containing in graphical form the tables
?M, 9M, 10M, and 11M of V. Bjerknes'
"Dynamic Meteorology and Hydrography," 1913, so widely used in aerological reduction work; a sample of
the paper is included.
From the results of the series of
twelve soundings presented it appears
that the Vaisala instrument has
reached a very practical stage; it
would be particularly useful for special research soundings to either
moderate or high altitude where high
accuracy is desired more than rapidity and simplicity of technique.—
D. B. Keily.

Some Great Flood Producing Storms of the Atlantic Seaboard'14
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flood flows, particularly the probable maximum flows,
it has always been customary to
superimpose some particularly heavy
rainstorm on the drainage area above
the reach for which the estimate is being made. The storm may be transposed from a foreign basin, or, if it
occurred in the basin under consideration, it may be shifted enough to
place the heaviest rain in the position desired by the investigator. In
the beginning little attention was paid
to meteorologic characteristics, and it
was assumed that rain of a given
amount and intensity having occurred
N ESTIMATING
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•Read before the New England
Water
Works Association, N e w York City, Sept. 23,
1936.

13, 1936)

over one area could just as well fall
in another, provided the two areas
were not in radically different climatic
zones. In recent years considerable
attention has been given to the weather map and the barometric areas on
the map have been moved one way or
another, bringing about the transposition of a storm, or in reality the
construction of a hypothetic storm.
Perhaps all investigators have realized the danger in this procedure and
have been cautious in the use of a
hypothetic rainfall, but as the concept of synoptic meteorology has undergone a marked change in recent
years, and is now much more complex
than it was when surface conditions
only were considered, an opportunity
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